
17. Watercolor on Masa Paper with guest artist Wei Lan Lorber

Materials:

*Old towel
*Cheap bristle brush from the hardware store.
*Brayer
*Backing  board like plastic, wood or foam core
*140# paper (this does not need to be Arches, any old 140 paper will
work.)
*masa paper (available at our online store)

1. Wei Lan will paint a still life on Masa paper, a machine-made Japanese
paper made from sulfite pulp that is heavily sized.  This 
traditional Asian style of painting involves wetting and 
crinkling the paper and can be a “new look” for any 
subject you chose.  Buildings, still life, flowers, 
landscapes....any subject can be enhanced by trying 
this special paper.  The finished painting looks like a 
batik with soft crackles in the background.  Wei Lan and 
Karlyn will explain the process and then proceed to 
paint their subject.



2. Karlyn will paint Koi.  Japanese Masa Paper fractures the color into a beautiful
network of lines similar to those found in Batik.  The 
process is mostly wet-into-wet and results in 
beautifully textured areas that are perfect for painting 
Koi.  Masa paper has a smooth and a rough side.  You 
can work on either side, it all boils down to what you 
prefer.  I like the smooth side, so mark the paper as 
smooth or rough before you begin the wetting process.

Can download the Koi photos and cut them out.  One 
set is swimming one way and the other is reversed.  
(Click here)

Karlyn has mostly enjoyed painting flowers using this 
paper and technique.  

Koi on Masa 

Prepare ahead:  Stir together 90% Elmer”s glue-All 
(not school glue) to10% water.  


Step One:  Cut out the fish and place them on the 
masa paper.  Think about overlapping some fish and 
take into account the directional movement they 
create.


Draw around the fish on the smooth side of the 



masa paper with a HB pencil.  


Take a photo on your phone or IPad.


Step two:  Follow the next set of directions carefully.

*Carefully crinkle avoiding long strait lines.  Do not over crinkle.

*Soak in room temperature water for one minute.

*Place on a towel and gently press to remove excess
water.  Turn and do the other side.

*Place masa on a support like 140# paper.

*Lift back half the paper, drizzle glue onto the support
paper and spread it out with an inexpensive bristle
brush.  Be sure to spread the glue beyond the edge of
the paper.

*With a braver, roll out from the center of the paper to
the edge of the paper, being careful not to create creases.  

*Repeat gluing and rolling on the other half.  Check to be sure that you did
not glue the paper to the board.

Step three:  Apply paint to the fish and enjoy the batik-like crinkle-effect 
that just happens all by itself.   After you are happy with the fish, add some 
color into the background to set the crinkle. Be sure to repeat some of the 
fish tone colors into the background.


Step Four:  On dry paper, add the darks to the background.  This was 
really fun, just popping out the fish by adding darks and bright colors.  I 

added full strength yellow to make the water on the 
green side.  I also added quinacridone burnt orange and 
Antwerp blue for a very dark green.  Adding the pure 
Antwerp blue was the most fun.  Finding the rocks later 
was easy. I never drew in any rocks, they just appeared 
as I was adding the darks.





